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REMEMBER THE FILLMORE: THE LINGERING HISTORY OF URBAN
RENEWAL IN BLACK SAN FRANCISCO
Christina Jackson & Nikki Jones

In the summer of 2008, I moved to San Francisco, California.1 I lived in the
city for three months. As a researcher, my objective was to learn more about Mayor
Gavin Newsome’s African-American Out-Migration Task Force. The Task Force
convened in 2007 and met eight times from August to December. In 2009, the
5IaWZ¼[WNÅKMZMTMI[MLIÅVITZMXWZ\WV\PM:MLM^MTWXUMV\)OMVKa¼[_MJ[Q\M\PI\
summarized the history of blacks in the city and outlined several recommendations
NWZZM^MZ[QVO\PMQZÆQOP\2<PMÅVITZMXWZ\NW]VL\PI\\PMXWTQ\QKITMKWVWUQKIVL
social conditions of African-Americans are disproportionately more dire than any
other group in San Francisco. During our conversations, some task force members
suggested that this dire condition could be due to the lack of a black middleclass, which could act as a “connective tissue” between San Francisco’s poor black
community and the city’s decision makers. The Task Force reported that although
blacks had been in San Francisco for decades, many African-Americans, especially
XWWZJTIKS[WN\MVNMT\LQ[KWVVMK\MLNZWUU]KPWN\PMKQ\aTQNM<PI\ÅVLQVOZM[WVI\ML
with what I heard during my interviews with the middle- to upper-middle class
African-American members of the Task Force and with my observations of how
residents and visitors shared public space in the Fillmore neighborhood, one of the
city’s historically black neighborhoods.
For example, in July 2008, I attended the Fillmore Jazz Festival, an event
[XWV[WZMLJa\PM.QTTUWZM,Q[\ZQK\+WUU]VQ\a*MVMÅ\,Q[\ZQK\\WKWUUMUWZI\M
the 1940s and 1950s jazz scene in the neighborhood. The event was described in
a local newspaper as a weekend that would feature “the best smooth jazz, soul,
funk, and downright cool music guaranteed to get you on your feet.” Visitors were
invited to “enjoy gourmet foods, unique artwork, refreshing beverages, and all the
charm of the Fillmore District.”3 The event took place on Fillmore Street, a main
\PWZW]OPNIZMQV\PMVMQOPJWZPWWL<PMNWTTW_QVOZMÆMK\QWV_PQKP1ZMKWZLMLQVUa
ÅMTLVW\M[IVPW]ZIN\MZUa^Q[Q\\W\PMM^MV\KIX\]ZM[UaQVQ\QITQUXZM[[QWV[WNPW_
different groups of attendees participated in the event and how their participation
appeared to be patterned by race and class:
Field note entry: July 6, 2008
?PMV1\]ZVMLWV\W.QTTUWZM;\ZMM\NZWU-LLa;\ZMM\1ÅZ[\VW\QKML
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the crowd of people, one big stage and a string of white tents. A jazz
band was on stage and a huge crowd of people was camped out on
a tarp listening and bopping to the music while others listened from
the sidewalk. The festival’s four stages hosted different jazz artists all
day. Away from the stages, vendors sold jewelry, energy drinks, foods,
handbags, and art.
I expected that most of the people who attended the Fillmore Jazz
Festival—along with the vendors—would be black, but as I walked
around I noticed white, black, and Asian residents among the crowd.
The scene reminded me of Philadelphia’s West Oak Lane Jazz Festival,
where the typical audience is predominately black with few other ethnic
groups in attendance. Here, I was very surprised to see a more diverse
crowd. Older white men and women danced to the jazz numbers. They
seemed to take up more space than the black residents who were older
and more middle-class, but also seemed to enjoy the music as they
listened while softly bopping their heads. As a young black woman in
her early 20s, I noticed that I didn’t see many other young black women
or men like me sitting down to enjoy the music.
The booth that most caught my attention was for the Fillmore Jazz
Heritage Center. The Jazz Heritage Center is located at the corner of
Fillmore and Eddy streets, inside the Fillmore Heritage Center, a retail
and residential complex that opened in 2007. One older white woman,
a younger black woman in her twenties, and a young white guy were
working the booth. I asked them if they all worked for the Fillmore Jazz
Heritage Center and they said yes. The center’s slogan is “The Rebirth
WN\PM+WWTº1VW\QKML\PQ[[TWOIVI\\PMJWW\PIVLWVÆaMZ[IZW]VL
Fillmore Street. The vendors offered me several pamphlets about the
Jazz Heritage Center. They also sold T-shirts that featured images
of jazz musicians on their front. I was also offered an opportunity
\WMV\MZIZINÆM\W_QVILQVVMZNWZNW]ZI\AW[PQ¼[IRIbbKT]JQV\PM
Center. The Heritage Center’s pamphlet included a quotation from
Mayor Gavin Newsom: “The Fillmore Heritage Center is a cornerstone
of my commitment to restore the economic viability and population
of San Francisco’s African-American community.” There were other
Y]W\I\QWV[NZWU\PMNWZUMZUIaWZ?QTTQM*ZW_V¸\PMKQ\a¼[ÅZ[\JTIKS
mayor—about how the jazz scene “used to be.”
As I take in the scene in front of me, I notice that none of these
publications or pamphlets speak to the struggling lower-class black
community that lives in the Fillmore. Issues that were brought up at
community meetings I attended, like the recent “State of Black San
Francisco” meeting held in the Lower Fillmore (the area below Geary
Boulevard), are not part of the new effort to rebrand the neighborhood.
The community forum sought to provide information to concerned
residents on how to eliminate disparities faced by African-Americans.
I realized that the community forum and this jazz festival represent
two very different sides of the same neighborhood. On the one
side, the Fillmore is packaged as a tourist attraction—a destination
neighborhood—that uses jazz history as a way to attract artists and
music lovers to the community with the hope that these visitors would
buy property and revitalize the neighborhood. On the other side, local
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activists and residents represent the Fillmore as a neighborhood in major
KWVÆQK\_Q\P\PMKQ\aW^MZPW_\WUMM\\PMVMML[WN[\Z]OOTQVOJTIKS[
who don’t see a hopeful future for themselves in the neighborhood.

<PQ[ZMÆMK\QWVQTT][\ZI\M[UaQVQ\QIT]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN\PM\_W^MZaLQNNMZMV\[QLM[
of the Fillmore. Over time, I learned that the Fillmore is represented differently
depending on the situation and the audience. Different residents also offer different
understandings of the Fillmore, depending on their stakes in the neighborhood and
its renewal. For example, the Fillmore Jazz Festival is mostly about buying things.
1VUIVa_Ia[Q\ZMXZM[MV\[\PMKWUUWLQÅKI\QWVWN¹KWWTºQV\PMKQ\a<PMNM[\Q^IT
WXMV[]XI[XIKMNWZÅVIVKQITTa[MK]ZM_PQ\M[WV.QTTUWZM;\ZMM\\WMVRWaJTIKS
culture and especially jazz music. They can dance and enjoy the music. Some
older black residents may attend the jazz festival as a way to connect to what the
.QTTUWZM][ML\WJM<PM.QTTUWZM,Q[\ZQK\+WUU]VQ\a*MVMÅ\,Q[\ZQK\.,+*,
and the Fillmore Jazz Preservation District (FJPD) promote events and retail and
residential projects that they believe will help to stimulate the neighborhood’s
economy south of Geary Boulevard, which is something of a dividing line between
the more white and middle-class population “up the hill” and the poorer AfricanAmerican population in the Lower Fillmore. Yet, many Fillmore residents feel at
odds with city-funded efforts, and report that they gloss over the real struggles in
the Fillmore and marginalize the voices of its low- and middle-income residents. A
KWUUWVJMTQMNIUWVO\PM[MZM[QLMV\[Q[\PI\KQ\aN]VLMLMNNWZ\[IZMVW\JMVMÅKQIT
to the black residents who have lived in the neighborhood for decades. Instead, they
argue, these efforts are oriented toward drawing the city’s white community and
newcomers to the neighborhood. These residents see the Fillmore Jazz festival and
the African-American Out-Migration Task Force as examples of city-supported
projects that fail to deliver on their promise to improve the social and economic
[Q\]I\QWVWN;IV.ZIVKQ[KW¼[JTIKSKWUU]VQ\a<PQ[[SMX\QKQ[UQ[VW\KWVÅVML\W
projects that take place in the Fillmore. When similar projects are proposed in other
parts of the city, like the proposed redevelopment projects in Bayview-Hunter’s
8WQV\IK\Q^Q[\[IVLZM[QLMV\[QUXTWZMKQ\aWNÅKQIT[IVLKWUU]VQ\aUMUJMZ[\W
“Remember the Fillmore!”
How do memories of past battles shape the experiences of African-Americans
_Q\PZMLM^MTWXUMV\QV;IV.ZIVKQ[KW\WLIa'1V\PQ[M[[Ia_MLZI_WVÅMTLZM[MIZKP
conducted among members of San Francisco’s black community to describe how the
history of urban renewal in the Fillmore shapes responses to urban redevelopment
projects in the city today, especially in historically black neighborhoods such as
*Ia^QM_0]V\MZ¼[8WQV\*>08?MLZI_WVM\PVWOZIXPQKÅMTL_WZSQVKT]LQVO
direct observation, participant observation, and in-depth interviews conducted by
\PMÅZ[\I]\PWZNZWU \W\WQTT][\ZI\MPW_ZM[QLMV\[WN*Ia^QM_0]V\MZ¼[
Point draw on memories of the Fillmore to challenge and change the city’s plans
for redevelopment in their neighborhood.4 We begin this article with a short history
of African-American migration to San Francisco in the wake of World War II
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and the experiences of African-Americans in the city since the end of the war. We
then describe a common sentiment among a sub-set of African-Americans in the
city—that urban renewal, like the renewal that changed the Fillmore neighborhood,
leads to the displacement of blacks from the city—and how that sentiment shapes
understandings of the city’s efforts to redevelop neighborhoods in the city today.

FIGURE 1. The Fillmore Jazz Festival, 2006. The crowd at the annual
Fillmore Jazz Festival. Photograph courtesy of Nikki Jones

F IGUR E 2. “Remember the Fillmore—Never Again!” 2006. The
sign on this table at San Francisco’s 56th Annual Juneteenth Festival
warns city residents to “remember the Fillmore.” Activists distribute
information to passersby and encourage others to sign petitions to “save
our neighborhood” and stop redevelopment in Bayview-Hunter’s Point.
Photograph courtesy of Nikki Jones
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F IGU R E 3. Construction Site—Fillmore Heritage Center, 2005.
Construction of the Fillmore Heritage Center begins as an AfricanAmerican worker observes through a chain-link fence. Photograph
courtesy of Nikki Jones

AFRICAN-AMERICAN MIGRATION INTO SAN FRANCISCO AFTER WORLD WAR II
For a brief period in the 1940s and 1950s, the Fillmore was home to a vibrant
African-American community that was often referred to by locals as “the Harlem
of the West.”5 Black migrants were recruited to work at the shipyard in BayviewHunter’s Point after the introduction of anti-discrimination policies during World
War II opened up opportunities and training for skilled and semi-skilled black labor,
including many from the South.6<PMQVÆ]`WNUQOZIV\[PMTXML\WKZMI\MIV)NZQKIV
American community around the shipyard and in the Fillmore neighborhood.
.WZUIVaKQ\aZM[QLMV\[IVL6I^aWNÅKQIT[PW_M^MZ\PMQVÆ]`WNJTIKSUQOZIV\[
represented a social and civic problem for the city. During a conference on Negro
personnel, a Navy Admiral warned, “We are faced with a problem—a very
serious problem—in connection with our naval enlisted personnel and that is the
introduction into the District of the large numbers of Negro personnel… The order
has come now and it isn’t a question of whether anybody likes it or not.”7 Despite
6I^aWNÅKQIT[¼QVQ\QITZMT]K\IVKM\W_IZLQV\MOZI\QWVQV!IN\MZ-`MK]\Q^M7ZLMZ
8802 was enacted, 112,000 blacks completed the war training in shipbuilding,
aircraft repair, and machinery.8 The shipyard and related war industries allowed
JTIKS[\WMV\MZXZM^QW][TaZM[\ZQK\MLÅMTL[_PQKPPMTXMLUQOZIV\[\WQVKZMI[M\PMQZ
social and economic well-being during the war. The war industry also opened up job
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opportunities for women. Black residents took pride in their jobs at the shipyard and
\PMJTIKSKWUU]VQ\aQV\PMKQ\aJMVMÅ\MLNZWUQ\[KWVVMK\QWV\W\PM_IZQVL][\Za
Even though the war industry opened up opportunities for black migrants,
blacks still faced patterns of racism and exclusion in other areas, such as housing.
The city’s residents were not prepared for the large African-American immigration
during the war period.9,]ZQVO\PQ[\QUMM`KT][QWVIZaPW][QVOXZIK\QKM[QV\MV[QÅML
IVLM[XMKQITTaIN\MZ\PM_IZ¼[MVL_PQ\MÆQOP\QVKZMI[ML<PM\PZMI\WNI¹JTIKS
invasion” stoked the fears of white homeowners and helped to transform inner-city
neighborhoods such as the Fillmore into what urban historians and geographers
such as Arnold Hirsch describe as the Second Ghetto.10 In such areas, “government
policy and decision making, especially public housing location and urban renewal,
C\ZQOOMZMLEZIKQIT\ZIV[Q\QWV[WNNWZUMZTa_PQ\MVMQOPJWZPWWL[IVL[]J[MY]MV\Ta
CZM[]T\MLEQVKWVKMV\ZI\QVOIVLKWV\IQVQVO)NZQKIV)UMZQKIV[QV\PM[MVM_MZ
‘second’ ghettos.”11 Racial tensions were also exacerbated by violence, riots, and
bombings in the city during the 1960s.12 These institutional and interpersonal
practices and processes maintained racial segregation and limited the choice of
housing for blacks. These practices helped to turn neighborhoods such as the
Fillmore into ghettos, a “place in which the involuntary segregated are housed…
the spatial representation of a socio-political process of involuntary segregation.”13
Black residents of the Fillmore responded to patterns of institutional exclusion
by transforming their neighborhoods into spaces of freedom and culture.14 This
sort of response is what made the Fillmore the “Harlem of the West.”15 In the years
NWTTW_QVO\PMMVLWN\PM_IZPW_M^MZ\PM[PQXaIZLKTW[MLIVLOW^MZVUMV\WNÅKQIT[
eventually declared portions of the Fillmore neighborhood a slum. Block by block,
the neighborhood was razed and replaced by housing projects. Some lots remained
vacant for decades.

URBAN RENEWAL AND NEGRO REMOVAL IN SAN FRANCISCO
During a visit to San Francisco’s Fillmore neighborhood in 1963, the writer
James Baldwin described the city’s efforts at urban renewal as “Negro removal.”16
By the time of Baldwin’s visit, the Fillmore area had already been declared a
slum and was targeted for urban renewal. Two urban redevelopment plans were
implemented, the “Western Addition A-1” in 1953 and “Western Addition A-2”
in 1963.17 These efforts were implemented under the leadership of Justin Herman.
The agency used eminent domain to take control of land in the Fillmore, which
led to the displacement of thousands of families. I interviewed one of the city’s wellknown African-American leaders, Reverend White, who is now sixty-seven years
old and the head of one of the oldest churches in the Western Addition. As soon as
_M\WWSI[MI\QVPQ[WNÅKMPMXZWKMMLML\W\MTTUM\PMPQ[\WZaWNPQ[KP]ZKPIVL
explained the church’s historic position as an advocate for the black community
in the city. Like Baldwin, Reverend White used the term “black removal” when
describing the impact that urban renewal has had on the neighborhood. Reverend
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White’s comments also highlighted the racial politics that characterize the history
WNOMV\ZQÅKI\QWVIVLZMLM^MTWXUMV\QV\PMKQ\a"
The Redevelopment Agency, forty years ago, said to the AfricanAmerican community: “We’re gonna tear down these old houses, these
old Victorians, y’all can rebuild the community… Those of you who
PI^MJ][QVM[[M[IVLPI^MPWUM[_M¼ZMOWQVO\WOQ^MaW]IKMZ\QÅKI\M
WVKM\PQVO[\PI\VMML\WJMZMJ]QT\IZMZMJ]QT\C\PMVEaW]KIVKWUM
back.” That’s what that whole Fillmore area is supposed to have been,
but the Redevelopment Agency did not keep faith; it did not deliver
on its promises to black folk. It was not urban renewal. It was black
removal!

Reverend White also explained the economic consequences of these broken promises
NWZJTIKS[QV\PMKQ\a"¹)N\MZNWZ\aaMIZ[°C\PMaE\WWSPWUM[NZWUXMWXTMIVL\PZW]OP
ZMLTQVQVOW\PMZ[C_ME_MZMNWZKML\W[MTTW]Z>QK\WZQIVPWUM[<PM[MPWUM[_W]TL
be worth millions today. And who gets the millions of dollars out of the ones that
they didn’t tear down now? By and large, white folk!” From Reverend White’s
XMZ[XMK\Q^MQ\Q[_PQ\MXMWXTM_PWPI^MXZWÅ\MLUW[\NZWUZMLM^MTWXUMV\IVL
the displacement of blacks in the Fillmore. Reverend White’s assertion is partially
supported by statistics. After urban redevelopment plans were implemented, only
4 percent of black-owned businesses returned to the neighborhood.18 Thousands of
black families, including those who owned homes and businesses, were displaced.
This displacement interrupted the accumulation of intergenerational wealth that
could have been gained from these investments. Most importantly, a sense of trust
and community, along with a sense of “rootedness,” was lost due to urban renewal.19
Frank, a forty-nine-year-old community organizer and resident of BVHP,
described urban renewal in the Fillmore: “They made a way to get you out, and
once they got you out, they don’t have to worry about you too much.” Frank’s
comment echoes similar sentiments shared by residents who believe that past and
present redevelopment projects are thinly veiled efforts to move blacks out of their
neighborhood in order to make room for more desirable populations.
In the wake of redevelopment, the Fillmore, like other inner-city neighborhoods
across the country, experienced the various consequences of deindustrialization and
the erosion of the social safety net, such as an increased concentration of poverty,
QVKZMI[MLKZQUMZIXQLTaLM\MZQWZI\QVO[KPWWT[IVLIVQVKZMI[MQVLZ]O\ZINÅKSQVO
and the violence associated with the drug trade. Brother Ben, who came of age
when vacant lots dotted much of the neighborhood’s landscape, recalls the struggle
that characterized growing up in the neighborhood during this time period:
I remember struggle at a young age. To a degree that sometimes we
didn’t even have nothing to eat. And I can remember that; it stays. I
mean, I didn’t know why my mother would be going off to herself crying
certain nights and crying herself to sleep. But as I got older I could
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realize: it’s that she couldn’t provide for us. And the stress, the ultimate
toll that took on her is what led her to start using alcohol, drinking…
So that’s what I can remember from an early age.

*MV¼[UMUWZaWN[\Z]OOTMZMÆMK\[IV]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWNPW_[\Z]K\]ZITNWZKM[TQSM
redevelopment affected his experience growing up in the Fillmore. The combined
effects of redevelopment, racism, poverty, unemployment, and addiction shape how
he thinks about urban renewal efforts today. Residents such as Ben are attuned
to how plans for neighborhood change can impact people’s lives. Some residents
[MMI[QUQTIZIT\PW]OPTM[[LZIUI\QKXI\\MZVQVK]ZZMV\MNNWZ\[\WXZWÅ\WNNWN\PM
neighborhood’s jazz history.
Today, much of the Fillmore’s black community lives in public housing units
near Fillmore Street. The area is gentrifying quickly. Young, middle-class, white
urbanites give the neighborhood a different feel than what many longtime black
residents remember. Many people who hear about urban redevelopment today
do not share the history of struggle that Brother Ben describes above. For many
_PWIZMNIUQTQIZ_Q\P\PMKQ\aQVKT]LQVO\PMZM[QLMV\[WN\PMVMIZJa4W_MZ8IKQÅK
Heights, Alamo Square and Japantown neighborhoods, areas like the Fillmore or
*>08IZMTIZOMTaLMÅVMLI[JILVMQOPJWZPWWL[UIZSMLJaXW^MZ\aKZQUMIVL
violence. This remains true even as the Fillmore enters a new phase of renewal.
1VZMKMV\aMIZ[OMV\ZQÅKI\QWVPI[M`\MVLML\PMJW]VLIZQM[WNVMQOPJWZQVO4W_MZ
8IKQÅK0MQOP\[LMMXMZQV\W\PM4W_MZ.QTTUWZMaM\KTMIZJW]VLIZQM[ZMUIQVIZW]VL
what is commonly considered some of the most troubled parts of the neighborhood
by outsiders, especially the federally subsidized housing projects along Eddy Street.
Longtime black city residents remember the time before renewal as a period
when the Fillmore neighborhood was a cultural hub for the black community, but
also acknowledge the changes that have occurred over the last several decades. For
M`IUXTM:M^MZMVL2WPV[WVI[Q`\aÅ^MaMIZWTLJTIKSUIVIVLIK\Q^MXIZ\QKQXIV\
in community politics, contrasted the Fillmore in its “heyday” with the Fillmore
today this way:
I remember what Fillmore was like in its heyday… That’s where my kids
was raised, that’s where I met my wife, you know where my church is,
all of that, that’s where I used to club. I remember how hip it was, party,
party, party, and so I’m willing to hang in there and wait, but now, you,
my daughter… you don’t remember anything, because when you came
ITWVO\PI\_I[OWVMAW]LWV¼\PI^M\PI\\QMC\W\PMVMQOPJWZPWWLEAW]
don’t have that memory, and so all Fillmore is to you is where you live
not very well, and you can’t buy no home… and guess what, now you
_IV\\W[\IZ\aW]ZNIUQTaIVLaW]_IV\aW]ZÅZ[\PWUMAW]OW\aW]Z
degree, you got a job, you work hard, you save money, you deserve it,
CJ]\EaW]KIV¼\J]aQ\PMZMIVL\PMZM¼[VWUMUWZa\WUISMyou struggle
IVL[I^M\W[\IaPMZMCIVL_PaE_PMVaW]KIVPI^M. You struggle and
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[I^M\W[\IaPMZMCJ]\_PaE_PMVaW]KIVPI^MUWZMXZWL]K\NWZWVM
half the cost? Instead of $600,000, you can go somewhere, out there in
.IQZÅMTLCWZE;IKZIUMV\WIVLOM\\PM[IUMPW][MWZJQOOMZNWZ\PZMM
four hundred, c’mon!

Reverend Johnson refers to a time in the Fillmore that doesn’t exist anymore.
He remembers when the Fillmore was a neighborhood that included all of the
essential components of social life: his family, his place of worship, and places of
leisure and recreation. Older residents remember the Fillmore as a cultural hub. In
KWV\MUXWZIZaUMM\QVO[IJW]\ZMLM^MTWXUMV\\PMaKITTWV\PQ[PQ[\WZa\WÅOP\NWZ
control over a process that destroyed the neighborhoods they grew up in. Longtime
black residents often refer nostalgically to a sense of unity cultivated during their
participation in protests, union-mobilization efforts, black social clubs, the famous
black jazz scene and the vibrant cultural hub that was the Fillmore.20 This sense
of unity helped black people to grow roots in the San Franciscan community.
Yet, these roots are showing their wear. Today, African-American San Franciscan
ZM[QLMV\[]VLMZNWZ\aÅ^MIZM\PZMM\QUM[UWZMTQSMTa\WTMI^M\PMKQ\a\PIV\PMQZ
older African-American counterparts. Those who have not lived in the city for
twenty years or more are more likely to say they would move within three years.21
<PM[MÅVLQVO[QVLQKI\M\PI\aW]VOMZQVLQ^QL]IT[UIaVW\PI^M\PM[IUMZMTI\QWV[PQX
to the neighborhood and city as older residents who have lived there when the
VMQOPJWZPWWL_I[UWZM]VQÅML5IVaaW]VOMZJTIKS[IZMTQSM:M^MZMVL2WPV[WV¼[
daughter. The “redeveloped” Fillmore is also too expensive for them.
The new development that has taken root in the neighborhood over the last
few years was funded by the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (SFRA), which
controlled much of the neighborhood for the past sixty years. On January 1, 2009,
the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency ended its decades-long redevelopment
project in the Fillmore. The attention of both the agency and the city turned to
completing the redevelopment and “renewal” of Bayview-Hunter’s Point (BVHP),
which started in the 1960s.22 Generations of black families have lived in this part
of San Francisco since the end of the war, many of them living in poverty. The
shipyard still holds a great deal of meaning for longtime community members.
Many are determined to gain control of this space and resist efforts to erase their
[WKQITPQ[\WZQM[\PZW]OPZMLM^MTWXUMV\IVLOMV\ZQÅKI\QWV1V*>08TWKI\MLIKZW[[
the city from the Fillmore but still connected through social history and social
relationships, public battles over space and place play out—as they once did in
the Fillmore—during regular community meetings. Neighborhood activists who
are familiar with how redevelopment and false promises of renewal shaped the
Fillmore’s desperately warn city residents and community members to “remember
the Fillmore.” The phrase is invoked as a warning of the harm that urban renewal
projects can do to a neighborhood’s cohesion.
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FIGURE 4. The Fillmore Center, 2006. The Fillmore Center apartment
complex opened in the 1980s. It was built during the A-2 phase or
redevelopment in the Fillmore, which began in 1963. Photograph courtesy
of Nikki Jones
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FIGURE 5. Redevelopment and Renewal, 2006. The new Fillmore Heritage
Center is being built across the street from the Fillmore Center. Photograph
courtesy of Nikki Jones

FIGURE 6. The New Fillmore Heritage Center, 2007. The Fillmore Heritage
Center opened in 2007. Some of the city’s African-American residents believe
that the Heritage Center was built to attract more desirable populations to the
Lower Fillmmore, like those featured here. Photograph courtesy of Nikki Jones
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THE PAST IS ALWAYS PRESENT: REMEMBERING THE FILLMORE TODAY
When we lived in the Fillmore, it was a community of black folks. I mean, we had
nightclubs and movie theaters, restaurants, and what we call real food. They call it
soul food here. We call it real food, okay?
- Angela, 63-year-old African-American community organizer

Angela’s description of the Fillmore, like the descriptions of others noted in this
essay, harkens back to a Fillmore that was, but is no longer. She describes a time
when the neighborhood was home to clubs and restaurants and other businesses
that black people could afford and where black people were welcomed. This sense
of community and belonging was part of what was lost after the Fillmore was
destroyed by urban renewal. Angela explains:
1V\PM.QTTUWZMZQOP\\PMZMWV.QTTUWZM;\ZMM\\PMZM_I[ICLZaEKTMIVMZ[
there. My family would drop their coats and whatever was dry-cleanable there, and I could go back in a couple days and pick it up and
[IaC\W\PMW_VMZE¹5WU[Ia[[PM¼TT\ISMKIZMWNaW]_PMVM^MZº<PM
owner would say, “Sure, just go. Your mom said she wanted this right
back.” You know what we do… We were a community… everybody.
He didn’t worry about getting paid, because he knew it was gonna get
paid. And mom would be here Friday or Dad would be here Friday
and pay you, whatever. We lost all that.

Angela is one of a number of other residents I interviewed who described the Fillmore
of their youth as a tightly knit African-American neighborhood characterized by a
“sense of community.” This is what was lost after urban renewal, they say. Angela’s
remembrances mirror conversations I shared with other residents who now implored
others to “remember the Fillmore,” especially during community meetings held by
the Redevelopment Agency or the Navy about the redevelopment of the shipyard.
In the aftermath of urban renewal in the Fillmore, BVHP residents now view
the proposed redevelopment of their neighborhood with a degree of skepticism. In
meetings about the redevelopment of the old Navy shipyard in BVHP, black residents
use the phrase as a warning. They use the phrase to snap meeting attendees into
recalling a shared history of how urban renewal impacted black neighborhoods in
the past. In neighborhood town hall meetings attended primarily by community
residents, the phrase is used nostalgically, as a reminder of a time when the city’s
black community was cohesive and united. It is also used in both settings as a
reminder of, as Angela says, what was “lost.” The different ways that people use the
phrase reveal how residents of the city’s black communities remember black space
in the city. Perhaps the most important lesson underlying this warning is that black
people have no real place—no roots—in the city. They remain a social problem that
has been and can still be displaced. Eric, a forty-year-old black resident, illustrates
this point well:
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Well, definitely the urban renewal that happened in the Western
Addition, I think that’s the one phenomenon that everyone can point
\WIVL[Ia\PI\CQ\EPILI\ZMUMVLW][TaVMOI\Q^MMNNMK\1_IV\ML\W[IaI
word—even stronger word—than negative, but that had a tremendously
negative effect on the black communities here in San Francisco because:
(a) it showed that a city would use eminent domain to destroy, essentially
destroy, a vibrant, what was a vibrant community, however poor, a
^QJZIV\KWUU]VQ\aIVLJCQ\[MV\EI[QOVIT\WJTIKSXMWXTMITWVO
lasting symbol because it’s lasted about forty years now, a long-lasting
[aUJWT\PI\JTIKSNWTS_MZMV¼\ZMITTaXIZ\WN\PQ[NIJZQKCWN\PMKQ\aEIVL
_M¼TT]XZWW\aW]IVLUW^MaW]W]\IVLCWNNMZaW]EOZMI\XZWUQ[M[\W
move you back in if we have to.

Urban renewal did not remove all blacks from the city, but it did leave many who
remained with a feeling that they were not part of the fabric of the city. A number of
the black San Franciscans I spoke with shared a belief that they could be moved and
shifted around at the whim of the city or the SFRA. Fillmore and BVHP community
residents often view current redevelopment projects in their neighborhoods through
a similar lens. In the wake of redevelopment, they are trying to rebuild a lost sense
of community. Often, they do this in city meetings by asserting their voices and
concerns during the public comment period. Their warnings to “remember the
Fillmore” force people to critically consider the quality of life issues that accompany
any redevelopment project. They use this rhetorical device to shift the focus of
formal meetings from larger planning issues to the question of how redevelopment
_QTTJMVMÅ\\PMU*aLWQVO[WXWWZIVLUQLLTMKTI[[JTIKSZM[QLMV\[[\ISMIKTIQU
in their neighborhood with the hope that doing so will allow them to maintain their
physical and symbolic presence in these spaces for years to come.

LESSONS FROM THE FILLMORE
On July 21, 2010, I met Jason, a forty-four-year-old housing counselor and
ZM[QLMV\WN*>08I\PQ[WNÅKMWV<PQZL;\ZMM\IUIQVLZIO\PI\PW][M[UIVaWN
the neighborhood’s businesses. After talking about urban renewal in the Fillmore, I
asked for his take on current proposals to redevelop Bayview Hunter’s Point. Jason
said he initially supported the redevelopment of the shipyard because the SFRA
promised not to repeat the mistakes that were made during the “redevelopment”
of the Fillmore:
What was interesting is when redevelopment came back around this
time they promised they would come back with no eminent domain, a
more piece type of plan, than a wholesale type of plan that took place
QV.QTTUWZMJMKI][M\PMaR][\J]TTCLWbMEML\PW[MTQSM[Y]IZMJTWKS[CQV
\PM.QTTUWZME1[]XXWZ\MLC\PMXTIV\WZMLM^MTWX*>08EZMT]K\IV\Ta
CJMKI][MEQ\XZM^MV\MLW\PMZLM^MTWXMZ[\WKWUMQVJ]aQVO]X[\]NN
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These promises of a softer, gentler redevelopment, one that was different from the
redevelopment of the Fillmore, somewhat swayed Jason to support plans to redevelop
the shipyard in BVHP. Yet, he is also skeptical. His family was once displaced by
an urban renewal project in the neighborhood during the 1960s. He remembers
\PMLQNÅK]T\QM[PQ[NIUQTaMVL]ZMLNZWULQ[XTIKMUMV\4QSMW\PMZZM[QLMV\[PQ[
personal experience also informs his level of support for redevelopment in the area.
In San Francisco, the Fillmore and Bayview-Hunter’s Point neighborhoods share
a cultural connection. They also share a sense of struggle when it comes to battles
in their neighborhood. Both neighborhoods became home to a large population of
black workers after World War II. Yet, no matter where they lived, city residents by
IVLTIZOMKWV[QLMZML\PMQVÆ]`WNJTIKSUQOZIV\[\WJMI[WKQITIVLKQ^QKXZWJTMU
Racism, urban renewal, redlining, and other exclusionary practices shaped the
trajectory of San Francisco’s black community.
<WLIa\PM.QTTUWZMQ[IVMQOPJWZPWWL\PI\Q[KPIZIK\MZQbMLJaKWVÆQK\IVL
change. It has a reputation that is associated with a history of black struggle, but
it is also a neighborhood that is struggling to establish a sense of unity among
its residents. Some now think of the Fillmore as a “sterile” place that has lost
its connection to black culture. Since 2002, the city has tried to repackage the
Fillmore’s “Harlem of the West” history in an effort to stimulate the economic
viability of the neighborhood, but few longtime black residents can afford to eat at
the new restaurants and clubs in the neighborhood. What once was a middle-class
black area where residents owned their homes and businesses is today a highly
OMV\ZQÅML[XIKM_Q\PPQOPMVL[W]TNWWLZM[\I]ZIV\[IVLM`XMV[Q^MKWVLWUQVQ]U[
;WUMZM[QLMV\[[\QTT_WVLMZ_PWQ[JMVMÅ\\QVOUW[\NZWU\PMZMLM^MTWXUMV\WN\PMQZ
old neighborhood. Residents of both the Fillmore and BVHP can share stories of
displacement that were associated with urban renewal projects of the past. Members
of both communities were on the receiving end of broken promises. The memories
WN\PM[MXI[\M`XMZQMVKM[TQVOMZIVLQVÆ]MVKMKWUU]VQ\aLMKQ[QWVUISQVO\WLIa
?PI\TM[[WV[[PW]TLKQ\aWNÅKQIT[IVL]ZJIVXTIVVMZ[TMIZVNZWU\PMPQ[\WZaWN
]ZJIVZMVM_ITQV\PM.QTTUWZM'<_WTM[[WV[R]UXW]\NZWUUaÅMTLZM[MIZKP.QZ[\
it is important that residents have a place at the decision-making table at every
phase of the process, not just in the latter stages when decisions have already been
made. Second, promises of opportunities such as jobs, local hiring commitments,
and low-cost housing must be kept. Residents must also be provided with relevant
information in accessible ways so that they can make informed decisions about the
plans for their neighborhood. Ultimately, the process should be honest, fair and
inclusive. The process should heal, not make worse, the historical traumas of the
past. Residents remember these experiences of exclusion and discrimination, and
they draw on these memories when evaluating current attempts to renew their
neighborhoods.
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supported by an award from the University of California’s Academic Senate (“Remember
the Fillmore”: A Study of Place, Change, and Healing in San Francisco, PI: Nikki
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period, including 30 months of continuous residence in the Fillmore neighborhood of
San Francisco. The insights shared in this article are collaborative in nature. All names
are pseudonyms.
Phelan, “Black Exodus.”
Repa and Reynolds, “Fillmore Jazz Festival 2008,” 10.
During this time, Jackson took up residence in the Bernal Heights neighborhood that
lies between Bayview-Hunter’s Point and the Fillmore neighborhoods. This location was
I\_MV\aUQV]\MJ][ZQLMNZWU\PM.QTTUWZMIVLIÅ^MUQV]\MJ][ZQLMNZWU*Ia^QM_
Hunter’s Point. She lived there for a total of seven months. She also made frequent visits
to the city from 2008 to 2010. In addition to conducting formal in-depth interviews with
twenty-three residents, she also attended town hall meetings, city government meetings,
and other community meetings. From April to July of 2010, she conducted participant
observation at an environmental justice organization. This allowed her to closely observe
PW_ZM[QLMV\[]VLMZ[\WWLVMQOPJWZPWWLKPIVOM.WZ\PMTI[\aMIZIVLIPITN WN ÅMTL_WZS
Christina spent most of her time in Bayview-Hunter’s Point.
Pepin and Watts, Harlem of the West,13.
	
  
.][ÅMTLIVL*I\M[The Political Economy of the Urban Ghetto, 46.
See 5th Naval District Headquarters, “Conference with Regard to Negro Personnel.”
F][ÅMTLIVL*I\M[The Political Economy of the Urban Ghetto, 48; Collins, “Race, Roosevelt,
and Wartime Production,” 273.
Broussard, Black San Francisco, 142.
Gilfoyle, “Introduction,” 233-234; Hirsch, “Second Thoughts on the Second Ghetto,”
299; Mohl, “The Second Ghetto Thesis and the Power of History,” 243-244.   
Mohl, 243
.][ÅMTLIVL*I\M[The Political Economy of the Urban Ghetto, 28; Massey and Denton,
American Apartheid, 49; Bonacich, “Advanced Capitalism and Black/White Race Relations
in the United States,” 44.
Gans, “Involuntary Segregation and the Ghetto,” 355.
Castells, “City and Culture,” 67; Haynes and Hutchinson, “The Ghetto,” 348; Lewis,
In Their Own Interests, 90-91.
Pepin and Watts, Harlem of the West, 29-32; Jackson, “Black Flight from San Francisco,”
15, 64.
Standley and Pratt, Conversations with James Baldwin, 42.
Western Addition is the name of the larger geographical area that includes the Fillmore.
Public Broadcasting Service, “Fillmore Timeline 1860-2001.”
Fullilove, Root Shock, 17-19.
Jackson, “Black Flight from San Francisco,” 15, 40, 50, 64.
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21
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Ginwright, Nakagawa, and Akom, “African American Out-Migration Task Force.”
On July 28, 2011, Governor Jerry Brown approved the AB 26 bill, which dissolved
all redevelopment agencies in the state of California. Effective February 1, 2012, the
San Francisco Redevelopment agency under the California Redevelopment Law was
abolished and transferred over to the City and Country of San Francisco.
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